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1.0 Introduction

This report augments work already undertaken and documented by Inspiring Place
Consultants in the Dial Range Recreation Management Plan. The need for further
investigation of the track network and access issues was identified by the Steering
Committee as a necessary additional step to complete the consultancy process.

This report attempts to provide information for establishing base-line conditions of
tracks within the Dial Range, highlighting safety and issues associated with improving
visitor experience. The report also highlights the access issues faced between
recreational users, private landholders and other land managers.

Summary of Key Points;

• While track conditions vary throughout the Dial Range, almost all tracks have a
basic requirement for minor works, maintenance (clearing of debris, bracken,
overgrowth etc). All works recommended on the Penguin to Cradle trail should be
regarded as a high priority. Trailbike access to walking tracks should be
discouraged where possible, as damage is evident on many of them. Three tracks
are listed for closure.

• There are inconsistencies between on-site and off-site information provided on the
Dial Range. This report identifies these inconsistencies. An improved map system
is needed. Opportunities exist to improve the level of interaction between land
managers and recreational users.

• No change is recommended for existing horse riding trails, although in future it is
foreseeable that opportunities for track sharing will be possible as key tracks are
improved and widened.

• There are further negotiations required with property owners in some instances to
solve access issues.

• It is recommended that land managers recognise the growing use of
mountainbikes in the Dial Range and provide additional tracks and on-site
education. The Dial Range Management Plan proposes all tracks, excepting main
walking tracks be approved for mountain bike use. In addition, this report
proposes a track section in the Mount Montgomery Reserve be promoted as a
mountainbike track. The Penguin/Cradle section of track along the Leven River is
also recommended as a shared track. Existing nominated tracks are retained.

• The formation of a Dial Range support group will assist with ongoing
management of the Dial Range.

A table of recommendations is given in Section 7.0 on Page 41.
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2.0 Access Issues

General Discussion on Access

The Dial Range track network has been developed over many years by enthusiasts of
the area, local residents and groups such as the North West Walking club. Many of
the local residents are accustomed to a lifestyle associated with living close to the
Range.

 There has always been “traditional use” of the Dial Range. ie, those who reside at the
very fringes of the Range and in nearby communities, who keep horses, motorbikes,
mountain bikes etc. and use them within the Range. The number of tracks in the area
not attributable to forestry practice is testimony to this. Their use will continue, due to
proximity and opportunity.

Due to the number of approved and unapproved access points, it is impossible (in
most cases) to physically preclude any user from accessing the Range without
resorting to prohibitively expensive measures. It is only possible to educate and
encourage responsible and sustainable use, and attempt to give the community a
greater role in the management of the resource.

Discussion on access points into the Dial is divided into two sections.

• Access over private property

The primary aims of discussion contained in Access over private property are to;

1. Highlight existing problems users face gaining access to the Dial Range

2. Identify property owner concerns

3. Provide the basis for negotiating trouble free access for recreational users and
affected landowners where that right exists.

In some instances, there are no public rights of way and existing access arrangements
have been negotiated with the goodwill of the property owners.

• Access via promoted entry points

Access via promoted entry points refers to Mt Montgomery car park, Ferndene
Reserve car park, Hales Road/Mt Gnomon car park and Dial Road/Keddies Creek
access.

This section aims to highlight issues related to visitor information at first point of
contact and amenity.
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2.1 Access Over Private Property

2.1.1  ACCESS AT BANNONS BRIDGE

Discussion

A private driveway/road is laid on a public road reserve. Property owners have stated
a wish to promote walkers only through their property.

This wish has been accommodated by Forestry Tasmania with the erection of signs at
the property gate and at the beginning of the descent into Bannons Bridge prohibiting
motorised vehicular access and stating pedestrians only. No exclusion of horses or
mountain bikes is indicated although is inferred by “pedestrians only” message.

Fig.1
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Most traffic on the track into Bannons Bridge comes from French’s Road, the terrain
making this the preferred option. The track is promoted as a horse riding and walking
track on signage at the French’s Road end.

It is promoted as a horseriding trail on Forestry’s visitors guide and horse
riding/mountain biking on two existing Forestry information stations. These
information stations also state float parking is available at Bannons Park.

Clarification of the access here is important, as this is the only southern access point
available to horses and mountain bikes. Discussion with local horse riders suggest
they feel the access is ‘off limits’. Approaches by individual mountain bike riders to
the property owners have been positive, although their wish is for the access to remain
open only to pedestrians.

Property owners have suggested an alternative route skirting their property, which
loops to Bannons Bridge via another track that passes through other private property.
There are no public road reserves through these properties and therefore is not a
workable option. (Refer Fig.1 previous page)

Recommendation

Forestry Tasmania to finalise access arrangements at Bannons Bridge, enforcing
the public right of passage and replacing existing ‘pedestrian only’ signage to
reflect multi-use. (excluding motorised vehicles)

2.1.2  ACCESS AT PURTONS/FOGGS FLATS

Signs at private property (0119 on Fig.2) are adequate to indicate owners wish for
prior consent before access. Owners report no problems with recreational passage to
date, other than some broken gate locks and occasional intrusion of trail bikes.

It should be noted that access via this private property depends entirely on the
goodwill of the property owners and therefore should be regarded as a tenuous
arrangement even in cases where owners, such as in this case, are amenable to
requests for access. No road reserve exists through this property.

This access should not be promoted.
The Penguin/Cradle trail also passes through property 0118 on Fig.2. Access through
this property was negotiated by the North West Walking Club.
Recreational access is again, on a goodwill basis.  Similarly, the owners’ greatest
concern is the intrusion of trail bikes. No road reserve exists on the property.
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Fig. 2

Recommendation

No action is required at present.

2.1.3  ACCESS AT FRENCH’S ROAD

Access into the Dial Range from French’s Road is via a gate and gravel road through
private property. This is not a road reserve.

However, there is a public road reserve through the property although no road/track
exists on the marked route of the reserve.(Fig.3) The gate on  the existing road has
been locked  previously by the owner as cattle are kept on the property.
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Fig. 3

ACCESS AT FRENCH’S ROAD (Cntd.)

The property owner suggests that cattle follow the existing road into State Forest and
become lost in the Dial Range. The road and a nearby quarry are also the site of
numerous illegal activities, such as car and rubbish dumping, and burning of wires for
copper. While it is impossible to imply any group of people are pardonable of
vandalism and property abuse, it is unlikely recreational users are responsible for
these acts.

It is possible to change the property title at some expense to have the road reserve
follow the path of the existing road. As the enforceable road reserve cuts through the
middle of the property, it is logical that changing the property title is the best long
term outcome for both Forestry Tasmania and the landowner. The landowner owner
has indicated a willingness to meet half the cost of fencing to ensure his cattle do not
escape into State forest.

In the long term, this access point has the potential to cause conflict. It seems previous
discussions have not suitably resolved the issue. It is considered a high priority to
negotiate an acceptable outcome for both parties.

Recommended

Forestry discuss with the landowner the option of either changing the existing title,
and/or fencing the property to keep in cattle.
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2.1.4  ACCESS AT WINDUSS ROAD

No reserve road exists through two properties, held by the same parties.(1222 & 1223
on Fig.4) Access was negotiated by goodwill through these properties by members of
the North West Walking Club. A tree plantation on the properties has necessitated the
track to be re-routed to keep walkers out of the plantation.

A discussion with property owners indicated they are happy with walkers traversing
the properties to/from Winduss Road. The greatest threat to the private forest is fire
and owners would ideally like to see signage at the northern gate and at Winduss
Road indicating no fires to be lit on the property. Periodically, logging operations will
be conducted on the property.

Recommendation: Signage be considered to reflect the landowners fire concerns.

Fig.4
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2.2  Access via Promoted Entry Points

2.2.1 Information Stations

Consideration needs to be given to what visitors are able to see, experience and learn
about the Dial Range when they visit. Natural and cultural values should be promoted,
along with efforts to ensure users appreciate the objectives of land managers.

Existing signage within the Dial is not consistent and relays little management and
interpretive information. Once on the tracks, directional signage also needs upgrading.
See Track Audit section on page 13 for specific on track signage needs.

The need for increased on-site information has been identified in the Dial Range
Recreation Management Plan

• Recommendations  15 & 17
PWS & Forestry Tasmania to consider additional interpretation and information
opportunities……

Review available information for visitor trip planning…and identify areas where a
consistent approach to this information can be achieved

Agreement should be reached between land managers regarding the level of
information and interaction desired between managers and recreational users and
information stations positioned at the key access points identified in the Dial Range
Recreation Management Plan

The four identified main access points are; (Fig. 5 next page)
• Mt Montgomery carpark
• Mt Gnomon carpark
• Dial Road/Keddies Creek
• Ferndene Reserve

Information at Bannons Park should also be provided, dependent on access
negotiations.

All stations should contain a map of the Dial Range, outline the recreational activities
available within the Range, code of conduct for mountain bikers,  natural values  and
a description of management issues of the range.

Each station should also contain information specific to its location. eg. Thorsby’s
Tunnel at Ferndene, Tall Trees and Mt Duncan walks at Mt Gnomon car park, Old
tramway along the Leven River at Dial Road/Keddies Creek.

Recommendation:

Information stations to be provided at 4 major access points identified plus
Bannons Park if deemed suitable.
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Fig. 5

2.2.2  Mt Montgomery Access

Recommendations

• Improve parking or road access
• Signage at 2 road junctions

The road leading into the Mount Montgomery car parking area is badly eroded. Cars
with limited clearance will ‘bottom out’ on the road. The development of a new
parking facility has been identified as medium priority in the Dial Range Recreation
Management Plan (Recommendation 4). Consideration should be given to improving
the current access by levelling the road or placing a sign at the beginning of the track
to warn of conditions as reversing out after self-discovery is difficult.
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Current signage on Ironcliffe Road requires another plank to identify the
Penguin/Cradle trail, as does the signpost on the access road to the car park.

Additional signage to direct mountain bike riders onto the correct path will be
required if the sharetrack proposal outlined in Section 4.0 on page 36 is adopted.

2.2.3 Ferndene Access

Currently a well developed car park and picnic area, equipped with toilets and BBQ
facilities. Need for Dial Range Information station and interpretation specific to
Thorsby’s Tunnel identified in Section 2.2.1 on page 9.

2.2.4 Mt Gnomon Access

Recommendations

• Signage to identify mountain bike track and urge caution
• Improvement of Hales’ Road
• Moving of updated interpretation station at beginning of Hales Road to car

park
• Removal of existing barrier and new barrier placed at Mt Gnomon carpark

to discourage trail bikes, horses and mountain bikes

Existing signage at the Gnomon car park is sufficient with the exception of the sign
indicating the horse riding trail. It should identify the shared mountain bike track and
urge caution.

Hales Road is deteriorating in some sections. Of particular note is the erosion entering
the car park area. Cars with low clearance and horse floats find negotiation of the road
difficult. Some fill/levelling is needed.

The barrier at the start of the Mt Gnomon track has been vandalised or damaged and
needs to be replaced. Trail bike damage is evident on the track. The track is popular
with walkers. Popularity combined with the steepness of the track makes the
replacement of the barrier a safety concern in addition to one of controlling track
erosion.
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2.2.5 Dial Road/ Keddies Creek Access

Recommendations

• A small bridge to allow bike and pedestrian access over Keddies Creek
      ( no tangible benefits seen for replacing larger bridge)

• Signage to indicate walking track to Mt Dial/Mt Gnomon/Mt Montgomery

• Signage to indicate commencement of Penguin/Cradle – Leven River trail
200m further on from parking

Destroyed Bridge at Keddies Creek

Discussion:

The Dial Road/Keddies Creek crossing is used by walkers, mountain bikers, trail bike
riders and there is also evidence of 4wd vehicles using the crossing. At present due to
the destruction of the old vehicle bridge, an alternative crossing has been forged 30
metres upstream.

Despite the difficulty, 4WD access is not impossible as evidenced by tyre tracks in
the, creek bed and on the banks. As this is the only designated access point for the
approved trail bike area nearby, trail bikes are also disturbing the creek bed and
eroding the banks.

At high water levels, it becomes difficult for walkers to cross without a degree of
discomfort. Being a major access point for the Penguin/Cradle trail and trail bike area,
conditions should be improved to protect the creek and improve the amenity of
recreational users.

Discussions with Forestry Tasmania have indicated a vehicle bridge structure is not
required for fire management purposes.

A smaller bridge structure to enable two wheeled and walking access at the current
crossing should be considered. A small bridge structure will leave insufficient room
for 4WD vehicles to cross. Placement of an extra boulder above the creek to
compliment the existing rocks will protect the bridge structure.
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3.0 DIAL RANGE TRACK AUDIT

3.1 Criteria for Recommendations

This report recognises that not all tracks are destined to be treated equal within the
Dial Range, and that works programs should proceed on a priority basis. Tracks have
been appraised using the rapid sample and ocular survey method as used by the Parks
and Wildlife Service in addition to numerous site visits. Depth, width and slope
details are given. Recommendations have been made on the basis of ;

• Accessibility
• Quality of experience
• Natural values
• Protection of tracks from improper or unsustainable use
• Safety
• Potential – for future development and for promoting opportunities for community

recreation in the area
• Multi-use – providing opportunities for all forms of recreation where the activity

is not detrimental to the environment or unduly compromises safety and
enjoyment.

• Current use
• Current condition of track – the amount of work required balanced against the

preceding criteria

It is important to note that the assessment of tracks focussed on the network of known
tracks in the range. There are a multitude of smaller tracks and trails running through
the range. The creation of new tracks should be discouraged through on-site
information. The demand for new tracks or management of existing tracks will be an
ongoing process.

The Penguin-Cradle track, as it passes through the Dial Range, has been identified as
the major track feature in the Range. Assessment and recommendations made for this
track are on the basis of bringing the track closer to ‘Great Bushwalk’ standard.

The Dial Range Recreation Management Plan identifies the walk in this context;

“At a State level, the Dial Range is part of the Penguin to Cradle Trail, identified as
being one of the potential Great Bushwalks in the Tasmanian Walking Tracks
Strategy 1997. The strategy identified the potential of the Penguin to Cradle Trail to
be promoted as a Great Busgwalk when resources allowed upgrading of the track to
meet established sustainability criteria”

 Higher Priority Recommendations

All works identified in The Penguin to Cradle Trail section listed in Section 3.3 are
listed high priority. All high priority recommendations listed in the track audit are
bold highlighted in the appropriate sections and listed again in Section 7.0 on pg.41.
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3.2 Track Section Maps

Map 1
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3.2 Track Section Maps

Map 2
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3.2 Track Section Maps

Map 3
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3.2 Track Section Maps

Map 4
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3.3  PENGUIN TO CRADLE TRAIL

(Ref 1 Map 1 pg.14) Myrtle Creek Track  920m

Track Gradient –   NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-5 Degrees 6-10 Degrees 11-17.4 Degrees 17.5-29 Degrees 30+ Degrees

41% 41% 15% 2% -

Depth of Track – NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-10 cms 11-24 cms 25-49 cms 50-99 cms 100+ cms

61 % 37% 2% - -

Width of Trampled Track – NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-49 cms 50-74 cms 75-99 cms 100-149 cms 150 + cms

- 17% 30% 43% 9%

Significant Management Concerns/Recommendations

• Myrtle Creek side of track needs significant shoring
• Steps required to negotiate rock slabs at one location
• Deterrence barrier constructed at entrance of track

General Discussion

There are sections of track on the creek side needing shoring up. There is a danger in
numerous instances of parts of the track breaking away where the under section has
been eroded.

Generally the track is in excellent condition. A barrier at the commencement of the
track to dissuade mountain bikes, horses and trail bikes should be erected.

One section, of large rocks, is difficult to climb over. A set of steps is necessary to
allow easier passage.
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(Ref 2 Map 1 pg. 14) Mt Dial Track to Keddies Creek 2000m

Track Gradient – SIGNIFICANT
0-5 Degrees 6-10 Degrees 11-17.4 Degrees 17.5-29 Degrees 30+ Degrees

28% 50% 15% 7% -
First section of track is excessively steep with loose footing. Re-routing advisable

Depth of Track – NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-10 cms 11-24 cms 25-49 cms 50-99 cms 100+ cms

88% 10% 3% - -

Width of Trampled Track –  SIGNIFICANT
0-49 cms 50-74 cms 75-99 cms 100-149 cms 150 + cms

17% 42% 25% 13% 3%
Some sections of the track are too narrow to meet track width criteria outlined in
Tasmanian Walking Track Strategy (minimum 50cm)

Significant Management Concerns/Recommendations

• Clearance of ferns and fallen logs on the track
• Stabilise 2 creek crossings, floodwater management
• Signage needed at Keddies Creek to indicate track
• Signage  at Mt. Dial end of track needs repairing (1 plank displaced)
• Re-route Top section of track, using switchbacks

General Discussion

Forest type promotes strong fern growth along this section of track. Clearance of the
track is needed immediately. Several fallen trees obstruct the track.

The top section of track walking down from Mt Dial track or walking up from
Keddies Creek is excessively steep. Combined with loose soils and water erosion,
careful footing is required. Consideration should be given to re-routing approximately
200m of track, using switchbacks to reduce slope gradient.

Two small creek crossings require attention. Banks of these creeks do not have a large
drop. Stabilisation in lieu of bridges is more appropriate. It is apparent floodwater
from one of the creeks runs directly along the track. Diversion will be required

Signage at Keddies creek is non existent for walkers proceeding towards Mt Dial, Mt.
Montgomery. Signage should include destination and signify Penguin/Cradle trail.
Signage at Mt Dial is adequate although a plank has been removed and is on-site.
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(Ref 3 Map 1 pg 14) Dial Road to Leven River 1000m

Track Gradient – NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-5 Degrees 6-10 Degrees 11-17.4 Degrees 17.5-29 Degrees 30+ Degrees

68% 21% 5% 5% -

Depth of Track – NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-10 cms 11-24 cms 25-49 cms 50-99 cms 100+ cms

42% 47% 11% - -

Width of Trampled Track – NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-49 cms 50-74 cms 75-99 cms 100-149 cms 150 + cms

0% 32% 42% 21% 5%

Significant Management Concerns/Recommendations

• Mountain bike riders given access to Leven section of Penguin-Cradle
• Sign required at Dial Road track junction indicating Penguin-Cradle trail

with signage reflecting approved use by walkers and Mountain bikes and for
caution to be exercised

• Clearance of debris and logs
• Barrier at beginning of track to deter trail bikes
• A need to stabilise track surface near the Dial Creek Crossing
• A bridge needed over Dial Creek
• A ‘Slow down – Walkers Ahead’ or similar  sign erected for mountain bikes

returning to Dial Road from the Leven River for flat section leading onto
Dial Road

General Discussion

This section of track to the Leven River at the moment is accessible by all. From track
marks, it is apparent that trail bikes use the track until Dial Creek. Some may continue
through to the Leven River, although fallen logs make this difficult. A deterrence
barrier at the beginning of the track is needed.

Dial Creek crossing becomes difficult and potentially dangerous with increased water
levels. The approach to the creek and banks are significantly eroded by wheel spin.
There is a need to stabilise the approach areas into Dial Creek.

A fallen log straddles the creek to aid crossing. However, the log is slippery and
narrow. Possible solutions are to fell another log and place across the creek with the
existing log although the crossing will remain difficult. A handrail to assist in
conjunction with the logs may be possible but is prone to vandalism and maintenance
neglect. It should be noted that as this track section forms part of the Penguin-Cradle
six day walk, some bushwalkers will be carrying heavy gear. Recommended action at
this point is to build a foot bridge. A foot bridge will also block entry/exit points for
trail bikes at the creek.
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(Ref 4 Map 1 pg.14) Leven River to Purtons Flats  3500m

Track Gradient – SIGNIFICANT
0-5 Degrees 6-10 Degrees 11-17.4 Degrees 17.5-29 Degrees 30+ Degrees

97% 3% - - -
One of the few long, flat sections of track in the Dial Range

Depth of Track - SIGNIFICANT
0-10 cms 11-24 cms 25-49 cms 50-99 cms 100+ cms

28% 4% 15% 17% 35%
High depth reading  relates to the depth of benching along the tramline

Width of Trampled track - SIGNIFICANT
0-49 cms 50-74 cms 75-99 cms 100-149 cms 150 + cms

54 % 37% 7% 3% 0%
Track width is adequate although large sections of the track will need clearing to meet
track width criteria outlined in Tasmanian Walking Track Strategy (minimum 50cm)

Significant Management Concerns/Recommendations

• Mountain bike riders given access to Leven section of Penguin-Cradle
• Potential to promote the Leven River section
• Barrier to prevent trail bike access at both ends
• Clearance of track a high priority (leaving logs at either end to discourage

trail bike access)
• Investigate need to construct bridges over 4 creek crossings
• Protection of old tramway / Interpretive station

General Discussion

The Leven River section of the trail is highly regarded for its scenic, heritage and
natural values. These values should be protected.

Potential exists to elevate the status of this section of track due to its;

Prime location next to Leven River
Flat terrain (Not an arduous walk)
Fishing opportunities
Proximity to Dial Road parking
Heritage of tramway
Potential for dual use by mountain bikes and walkers
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Over 50% of the track has a trampled width of less than 50cms. For the track to meet
criteria for inclusion in the 8 Great Bushwalks of Tasmania, works will be required to
clear the track.

Signage is recommended at the start of the trail by the Leven River stating the high
conservation value of the tramway. An opportunity exists to educate users of the
significance and history of this feature.

A new metal barrier should be placed across the track to replace the old barrier, cut
through with oxy-acetylene.

Damage to this section of track by trail bikes is clearly evident. Some sections of track
have collapsed and creek banks bear tyre-spin damage and formation of deep ruts.
Bridges are required over 4 creeks to protect creek beds and banks and to maximise
visitor experiences. The creeks running into the Leven River are habitats of the
Tasmanian Freshwater Lobster, an endangered and protected species.

Increased, especially winter traffic, will extend the bank erosion and make crossings
slippery and dangerous.

Ferns and fallen logs obstruct the track at numerous points.  Clearance of the track is
considered a high priority although fallen logs at either end of this section should be
left to discourage trail bike access.

(Ref 5 Map 2 pg.15) Hardstaff Creek to Mt Lorymer Lookout  2500m

Track Gradient – SIGNIFICANT
0-5 Degrees 6-10 Degrees 11-17.4 Degrees 17.5-29 Degrees 30+ Degrees

20% 16% 51% 13% -

Possible re-routing of steepest sections, particularly out of Rogers Creek. Trail bike
damage occurring.

Depth of Track – NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-10 cms 11-24 cms 25-49 cms 50-99 cms 100+ cms

60 % 30% 8% - 1%

Width of Trampled Track – SIGNIFICANT
0-49 cms 50-74 cms 75-99 cms 100-149 cms 150 + cms

49% 47% 3% 1% -

Half of this track is too narrow to meet track width criteria outlined in Tasmanian
Walking Track Strategy (minimum 50cm)
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Significant Management Concerns

• Directional signage for Penguin/Cradle trail needed at two junctions at
Purtons Flats

• Blocking access by trail bikes at all track entrances
• Clearance of growth and obstacles
• Widening of Track
• 2 small creeks need stabilised crossings.

General Discussion

It is possible to lose the Penguin Cradle trail coming from the Leven River. This track
is inaccurately marked on topographic maps. Directional signage at two junctions is
essential.

The initial sections of the track around Mt Lorymer are steep, narrow and overgrown.
Maintenance is required. There are fallen logs across the track at several points.

Due to the steep nature of this track, trail bike damage is particularly prone to
loosening soil and impacting heavily on benching. There are water gullies forming in
trail bike tracks.
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(Ref 6 Map 2 pg.15) Mt Lorymer Lookout to Winduss Road  6500m

Track Gradient –  SIGNIFICANT
0-5 Degrees 6-10 Degrees 11-17.4 Degrees 17.5-29 Degrees 30+ Degrees

39% 30% 23% 9% -
Trailbike damage occurring.

Depth of Track – NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-10 cms 11-24 cms 25-49 cms 50-99 cms 100+ cms

90 % 9% 1% - -

Width of Trampled Track – SIGNIFICANT
0-49 cms 50-74 cms 75-99 cms 100-149 cms 150 + cms

23% 43% 27% 6% 1%
Large sections of the track are too narrow to meet track width criteria outlined in
Tasmanian Walking Track Strategy (minimum 50cm)

Significant Management Concerns

• Directional signage needed at junction of Penguin/Cradle track and horse
riding/mountain bike trail

• Blocking access by trail bikes at all track entrances
• Clearance of growth and obstacles
• Consider re-routing track to contour around slopes north of Adit creek
• Warning signs to indicate steep sections into/out of Walloa creek
• Directional signage needed at 2 junctions south of Walloa creek
• Bridge crossing at Walloa creek

General Discussion

Junction of walking track and horse riding/mountain bike trail needs to be signposted
to direct walkers left.

On steeper sections and water pooling areas on this track, trail bike damage is evident.
There are water gullies forming in trail bike tracks and soil churning.

Very limited track clearance has occurred. Fallen trees are common.

The descent into and climb out of Walloa Creek is excessively steep. Surface soil is
loose and slippery. While unlikely to be a problem for a fit, experienced walker  a
warning to alert users should be erected. Re-routing of the track would avoid the
danger.

Two track junctions south of Walloa Creek require Penguin/Cradle directional signs.
The Penguin/Cradle trail continues through private forestry to Winduss Road. The
trail is marked by red ribbon.
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3.4 Other Trails (Non Mount Montgomery)

(Ref 7 Map 1 pg.14) Ferndene Reserve – Mount Dial  3700m

Track Gradient –   SIGNIFICANT
0-5 Degrees 6-10 Degrees 11-17.4 Degrees 17.5-29 Degrees 30+ Degrees

35% 23% 30% 12% -

The top section of this track requires re-routing to avoid the steep climb.

Depth of Track – NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-10 cms 11-24 cms 25-49 cms 50-99 cms 100+ cms

73 % 12% 12% 3% -

Width of Trampled Track – SIGNIFICANT
0-49 cms 50-74 cms 75-99 cms 100-149 cms 150 + cms

42% 46% 8% 4% -

Widening of track required to align with T1 track standard

Significant Management Concerns

• Maintenance and minor works required
• Upgrade car park – Thorsby’s tunnel track section to T1 standard
• Elevation of  horizontal plane on second bridge
• Stepping constructed for short walk to Thorsby’s Tunnel
• Historical/Heritage interpretation at Thorsby’s Tunnel or car park
• Re-routing of ascent to Mt Dial Track using switchbacks

General Discussion

BBQ and toilet facilities ensure that the Ferndene track is well utilised. Stepping,
benching and bridgework is already in place. Almost half the Ferndene track’s width
is less than 50cm. The track section to Thorsby’s Tunnel should meet T1 criteria.
Widening of some sections is required to meet this requirement.
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(Ref 8  Map1  pg.14) Mt Gnomon Carpark to Mount Montgomery Junction 5000m

Track Gradient –   NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-5 Degrees 6-10 Degrees 11-17.4 Degrees 17.5-29 Degrees 30+ Degrees

34% 33% 25% 9% -
Depth of Track – SIGNIFICANT

0-10 cms 11-24 cms 25-49 cms 50-99 cms 100+ cms
85 % 12% 3% - -

Erosion by water occurring on large sections of old 4wd tracks
Width of Trampled Track – NOT SIGNIFICANT

0-49 cms 50-74 cms 75-99 cms 100-149 cms 150 + cms
23% 46% 16% 11% 5%

Significant Management Concerns

• Clearance of track required. Bracken and overhang at head height.
• Re-establish benching around Mt.Gnomon
• Signage needed to indicate Mt Dial Summit to both north/south walkers
• Warning sign and protective fencing needed at Mt Gnomon lookout
• Water bars required on 4WD tracks to halt erosion
• Removal of existing barrier and new barrier placed at Mt Gnomon car park

to discourage trail bikes
• Barrier placed at northern end of track
• Signage on track to cater for north/south, south/north walkers at junction

with Ferndene track.
• Signage on the track at Mt Dial/Gnomon – Penguin-Cradle junction

General Discussion

Track condition varies. Old forestry vehicle tracks are rutted, in some cases very
badly. The walking track is generally good, although some sections are developing
water channels and all sections of steep gradient need water run-off management.

Bracken has grown over large sections of the track, making navigation difficult,
especially along the Mt Dial/Gnomon ridge. There is signage from one direction only
to indicate the junction with the Ferndene track.

Warning signage is a minimum requirement and a fencing barrier should be erected at
Mt Gnomon lookout . The distance between the emergence of the track and the cliff
edge is minimal. The signage is needed for children especially.

Downward section to Gnomon car park is steep and badly overgrown. There are also
loose rocks and dirt and water erosion is occurring. Stabilising work and re-benching
of the track is required. This is a commonly used track.

Trail bike damage is evident. Track needs to be sealed at Gnomon car park entrance
of track and at the Penguin/Cradle – Dial/Gnomon junction. The signage at this
junction has been partially torn down. A replacement sign should state ‘Penguin-
Cradle’ as opposed to simply ‘walking track’
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(Ref 9 Map 1 pg.14) Gnomon Carpark – Dial Road  2500m

Significant Management Concerns

• Replacement of ‘Horses/Walkers only’ signage at Dial Road end of track
• Awareness signage needed, alerting of horses and walkers on the track

General Discussion

The trail is a forestry road that provides a wide track for users. From east-west the
track runs downhill and is a heavy braking ride with minimal pedalling. From west-
east the ride is difficult due to the gradient and loose surface which inhibits traction.
In terms of riding experience for both bikers and horse riders, the track is not highly
regarded although functional and is an important link road, being the only East/West
traverse of the range open to all users.

Sign at Dial Road end of track indicates the track is available only to walkers and
horse riders conflicting with existing information. Signage at Gnomon needs to urge
caution for mountain bikers in regards to walkers and horses due to the downhill run
where speed can be a safety issue.
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(Ref 10 Map 1 pg.14) Tall Trees Track  2700m

This track is divided into 2 sections

*  First Section is short Dial Road to Dial Creek

Track Gradient –   SIGNIFICANT
0-5 Degrees 6-10 Degrees 11-17.4 Degrees 17.5-29 Degrees 30+ Degrees

- 21% 33% 42% 4%
Track descending into Dial Creek Gully very steep. Only area of concern

Depth of Track – NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-10 cms 11-24 cms 25-49 cms 50-99 cms 100+ cms

63 % 29% 8% - -

Width of Trampled Track – NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-49 cms 50-74 cms 75-99 cms 100-149 cms 150 + cms

17% 38% 33% 13% -

* The Second Section  from Dial Creek to Mt Duncan Link Track

Track Gradient –   NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-5 Degrees 6-10 Degrees 11-17.4 Degrees 17.5-29 Degrees 30+ Degrees

30% 18% 39% 14% -

Depth of Track – NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-10 cms 11-24 cms 25-49 cms 50-99 cms 100+ cms

70 % 20% 10% - -

Width of Trampled Track – SIGNIFICANT
0-49 cms 50-74 cms 75-99 cms 100-149 cms 150 + cms

45% 41% 14% - -

Potential exists to widen the track

Significant Management Concerns

• Stepping required into Dial Creek
• Stabilisation of Dial Creek Crossing
• Large fallen logs to be cleared
• General clearance of ferns, overgrowth
• Track indistinct - Increase ribbon marking of track from Dial Creek – Mt

Duncan
• Interpretive information on track
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General Discussion

A significant portion of the track from Dial Creek to the junction with the Mt Duncan
track is indistinct. Locating continuation of the track is difficult. Clearance of debris
in conjunction with increased ribbon marking will ensure this difficulty is minimised
or removed completely.

Larger obstacles such as fallen trees are common. Two trees in particular are very
large in diameter and require a good level of mobility and care to negotiate.

The descent into Dial Creek is steep. Potential to become slippery if wet. Stepping
constructed into the creek, in conjunction with an improved creek crossing will
improve safety and protect further damage to the banks.

Some interpretation and information placed to link with historical/heritage values of
the tall trees would add to visitor appreciation.

(Ref 11 Map 1 pg.14) Mount Duncan  via Link Track  1200m

Track Gradient –   NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-5 Degrees 6-10 Degrees 11-17.4 Degrees 17.5-29 Degrees 30+ Degrees

13% 29% 25% 25% 8%

Depth of Track – NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-10 cms 11-24 cms 25-49 cms 50-99 cms 100+ cms

100 % - - - -

Width of Trampled Track – NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-49 cms 50-74 cms 75-99 cms 100-149 cms 150 + cms

8% 50% 33% 4% 4%

Significant Management Concerns

• Signage required for Tall Trees track and Hales Spur track junction.
• Benching and steps need stabilising in places, in particular rocks need re-bedding.
• Close off short side tracks towards the top.
• Clearance of some track sections required.

General Discussion
This is a good standard track for its purposes requiring general maintenance.
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(Ref 12 Map 1 pg.14) Mt Duncan via Hales Spur  2000m

Track Gradient –   NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-5 Degrees 6-10 Degrees 11-17.4 Degrees 17.5-29 Degrees 30+ Degrees

26% 31% 23% 21% -

Depth of Track – NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-10 cms 11-24 cms 25-49 cms 50-99 cms 100+ cms

97 % 3% - - -

Width of Trampled Track – NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-49 cms 50-74 cms 75-99 cms 100-149 cms 150 + cms

54% 23% 10% 8% 6%

Significant Management Concerns

• Needs more track markers to clarify route.
• Clearance of track required

General Discussion
No other significant concerns or maintenance issues for this track
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(Ref 13 Map 1 pg.14) Mt Duncan – Hales Spur to Hardstaff Creek  1900m

Track Gradient –   SIGNIFICANT
0-5 Degrees 6-10 Degrees 11-17.4 Degrees 17.5-29 Degrees 30+ Degrees

11% 14% 14% 50% -
Extremely steep

Depth of Track – NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-10 cms 11-24 cms 25-49 cms 50-99 cms 100+ cms

82 % 18% - - -

Width of Trampled Track – SIGNIFICANT
0-49 cms 50-74 cms 75-99 cms 100-149 cms 150 + cms

50% 32% 18% - -

Generally narrow width

Significant Management Concerns

• Closure of track

General Discussion
This track is extremely badly sited and badly cut. For the track to be brought to a
standard that is safe and manageable major re-routing and implementation of
switchbacks will be necessary. Currently, the track is extremely overgrown. Closure
will cut a link to Purtons Flats.
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(Ref 14 Map 3 pg.16) French’s Road to Bannons Bridge 10,000m

Significant Management Concerns

• Access Issue to be resolved with property owner before signage implemented.
Refer 2.1.3  pg.6

• Signage needed at French’s Road property gate to indicate existence of track
and preclude vehicles Refer Fig. 5 pg. 8

• Signage change required to include mountain bikes at beginning of forestry
land

• Signage at Mt Lorymer Junction to indicate Mt Lorymer lookout and
Bannons Bridge

• Warning at Mt Lorymer junction advising of deeply eroded track ahead.
• Water bars and gravel fill on steep eroded sections
• Re-filling of collapsed track section
• Replacing signage at track junction descent into Bannons Bridge

General Discussion

Track follows forestry road after an initial 500m crossing of private property. A steep
incline from the start to Mt Lorymer junction. Signage is required at this junction to
indicate Mt Lorymer lookout and continuation to Bannons Bridge.

From here, the track is mostly downhill with few exceptions. Some steeper sections
are difficult to negotiate by bike and horse also due to the large erosion gullies and
loose surface material. In the present state, the track would be very difficult in parts
for 4WD vehicles to pass. Signage at French’s road gate needs to signify vehicles are
not permitted.

A section of track has collapsed near at the bottom of Mt Lorymer descent, close to
the Penguin/Cradle junction. Track has collapsed over gaps between supporting logs
underneath.  The hole’s width and depth are sizeable and pose a risk for horses and
mountain bikes in particular. The track should be filled or engineered to remove the
risk.

This track ends at Bannons Bridge. Signs at a junction before the final descent
indicate pedestrian access only to Bannons Bridge. Dependent on access negotiations
detailed in Section 2.1.1, pg.4 signage should reflect shared use by horses, mountain
bikes and walkers and the need for caution on the descent.
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3.5 Mount Montgomery Trails

(Ref 15 Map 4 pg.17) Carpark to Mt Montgomery Summit -North Ridge

*  Following data refers to top half of the trail, recommended for closure.

Track Gradient –   SIGNIFICANT
0-5 Degrees 6-10 Degrees 11-17.4 Degrees 17.5-29 Degrees 30+ Degrees

- - - 87% 13%

Steepest section of track in the Dial Range. Loose gravel prone to damage by any
mode of traverse.

Significant Management Concerns

• Close and block  top section of trail to summit and rehabilitate
• Block track at Mt Montgomery car park discouraging trail bikes and allowing

mountain bike access

General Discussion

Refer to page 36 for option of reverting part of this track to mountain bikes. The steep
section to the track to the Mount Montgomery summit is in a deteriorated state and
should be closed. Topsoils are very loose and are suffering trail bike damage.  Trail
bike should be discouraged from accessing the trail.
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(Ref 16 Map 4 pg.17) Mt Montgomery Link Track

Track Gradient –   NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-5 Degrees 6-10 Degrees 11-17.4 Degrees 17.5-29 Degrees 30+ Degrees

25% 63% 13% - -

Depth of Track – NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-10 cms 11-24 cms 25-49 cms 50-99 cms 100+ cms

75 % 25% - - -

Width of Trampled Track –  SIGNIFICANT
0-49 cms 50-74 cms 75-99 cms 100-149 cms 150 + cms

13% 63% 19% 6% 9%

Width of track is adequate for mountain bikes, although some general clearance is
needed

Significant Management Concerns

• Close track to walkers
• Signage at junction to notify closure of Northern Fire trail
• Clearing of track to accommodate mountain bikes

Refer to page 36 for option of reverting part of this track to mountainbikes.
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 (Ref 17 Map 4 pg.17) Mount Montgomery Walking track

Track Gradient –   NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-5 Degrees 6-10 Degrees 11-17.4 Degrees 17.5-29 Degrees 30+ Degrees

2% 20% 49% 29% -

Depth of Track –  SIGNIFICANT
0-10 cms 11-24 cms 25-49 cms 50-99 cms 100+ cms

69 % 29% - 2% -
Washed out lower sections of track require waterbars

Width of Trampled Track – NOT SIGNIFICANT
0-49 cms 50-74 cms 75-99 cms 100-149 cms 150 + cms

9% 51% 18% 13% 9%

Significant Management Concerns

• Waterbars required on lower sections of 4wd track
• Signage at junctions required
• Minor track clearance

General Discussion

Old 4wd trail at the beginning of the Mt Montgomery track suffers wash-out erosion.
The track is wide at this point and erosion can be negotiated. However, water bars and
re-gravelling will stabilise the problem. This is approximately 200m of trail

The track to the summit is relatively clear of vegetation and needs only general, minor
clearing.

A signage network at junctions will need to be implemented. Part of this track
network is included in the shared track proposal for Mt Montgomery.

(Ref 18 Map 4 pg.17) Mt Montgomery Firetrail to Summit

Significant Management Concerns

• Waterbars along length of track

General Discussion

This is a fire trail leading from the Myrtle Creek Junction to the summit of Mount
Montgomery. Gravel and Water bars are required along the entire length of the track
as water erosion is washing away sections of the track. The track does provide an
alternative route for mountain bikes to reach the summit of Mount Montgomery and
should be retained for this use. See page 36 for proposed mountain bike route
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4.0  PROPOSAL FOR SHARED TRACKS

 Mt Montgomery

Rationale for Track Sharing:

• Recommendations 10 & 4 Dial Range Management Plan

Mountain Bike riding be permitted on all fire/forestry trails and.. ( most walking
tracks within the Dial Range )

…identify the opportunities for rationalising the network of walking tracks and fire
trails within the Dial Range

There are approximately 3 major routes in the area currently managed by Parks and
Wildlife. Myrtle Creek – Mt Montgomery, Myrtle Creek – Mt Dial/Gnomon,
Ferndene – Mt Dial/Gnomon. In addition to these major trails, there are additional
side routes and tracks. For example, there are 4 possible routes to the top of Mt
Montgomery.
.
It seems unlikely funding will be available to maintain all tracks. Therefore, some
rationalisation should occur based on fire management needs and inherent recreational
values of the tracks. For example, the foremost value of the Mt Montgomery summit
is the view. It is unlikely that multiple routes to the top in identical forest types
provide varying walking experiences in such a compact area and that other tracks can
be given over to primary use by mountain bikes.

Some benefits of a shared network of tracks include;

• Reduction of risk by implementing a signage system which recognises and
manages the area as an existing walking and mountain biking venue

• Involvement of Mountain Bikers and walkers in promoting safety and
responsible shared use

• The process of establishing a shared track network could potentially be a
catalyst for greater community involvement in management of the Dial
Range

The proposed network provides rationalisation of tracks within the Montgomery
reserve. The tracks marked for closure are already overgrown, badly eroded or
duplicate existing trails.
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Recommended: After consultation with Mountain bike and walking groups, a
shared track network in the Mount Montgomery State Reserve be implemented.

• Provides both walkers and mountain bike riders separate routes to the summit of
Mount Montgomery.

• There is approximately 200-300 metres of relatively flat, shared track which can
be signposted to alert users of dual presence.

• This option discourages mountain bikes from continuing to Mt Dial / Mt Gnomon
and Penguin/Cradle Trail.

Fig. 6
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5.0 Existing maps
Discussion

Accurate maps are essential for users. From a safety perspective, users in the Dial are
never far from human residences or major access roads so this is not the serious
problem it might be.

However, from the perspective of providing responsible, quality opportunities and to
alleviate the frustration of users, an improved map of the Dial is needed in
conjunction with an improved system of signage.

There are three map systems currently covering the Dial;

1. 1:25000 Topographics (produced by Tasmap)

To cover the Dial, four different sheets are needed. Creating a detailed map for
personal use entails difficult photocopying, a cut and paste affair, or struggling with
the four existing maps. This is unfortunate geographic positioning but highlights the
need for a comprehensive map covering major tracks in the Range. Current maps are
from 1987. Not all  walking tracks are included on the maps and in some cases are not
accurately marked.

2.   A Visitors Guide to the Dial   Produced by Forestry Tasmania, this has a good,
basic map showing major trails but cannot be used confidently, with existing signage
to navigate the myriad of trails that exist, particularly in the Mount Montgomery
reserve. In some cases, information in the Dial visitors guide conflicts with existing
signage and information stations. (Fig.7 following page). This guide does not indicate
mountain bike opportunities and suggests freshwater lobster, a protected species, may
be caught.

3. North West Walking Club Maps     These are  generally photocopied maps and
are available from the Penguin Visitors Centre. They are excellent basic tools and
contain good information but are difficult to use for someone not acquainted with the
area due to lack of map clarity. The North West Walking Club are currently devising
a 1:100,000 topographic map to cover the Penguin to Cradle trail. This will be a
welcome and much needed update of existing maps. It is not Dial Range specific.

Of the three map systems,  Forestry’s visitors guide is the most effective format.

Recommendation :  The production of an updated, detailed map covering the range.
The map should be purpose designed for recreational users, denoting all
recommended walking, cycling, trail riding and mountain biking tracks along with
management and interpretation information. The map should be consistent with
signage and information stations.
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Fig 7      Current Dial Range Visitors Guide  (Forestry)
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6.0  Discussion of Community Support Group

An obvious support mechanism for the Dial Range area would be the local
community itself. Simply by using the Dial Range for a recreational activity is
informal support, the same way as purchasing a ticket to a sporting game formally
supports the sport. Where ticket sales can be measured, informal support in many
cases cannot be quantified. A formal group representing the interests of the Dial
Range for recreation should be considered to reflect community use of the asset and
for the ongoing benefit of the range. Such a support group ;

• lends additional credibility to funding submissions
• displays active involvement by the stakeholders who benefit most
• is a mechanism for raising management issues
• can create opportunities for fundraising and  promotion
• can be used as a reporting mechanism for vandalism/storm/track damage etc.
• can be used as a lithmus for  management decisions/proposals
• can be used to compile an inventory of works required

The group should strive for  representation from all recreational users. recreational.

The formation of a voluntary support group also gives the range a unified
management tool. One of the existing management problems is the fragmentation of
management and access between Forestry, Parks and private land holders. For
decisions and development of track networks, the range must be seen as one entity
and have involvement of groups reflecting this.

Some basic administration support and liaison needs to be provided, in the initial
stages. A desired outcome would be for the group to become self- administered. A
simple charter would guide the groups activities, its scope and limitations.

Recommmended:

Dial Range Steering Committee identify agency(s) to assist with the formation of a
Dial Range support group. High Priority.
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7.0  Table Of Recommendations

Highest Priority

Recommendation Refers to Pg. Responsi-
bility

Forestry Tasmania to finalise access arrangements at
Bannons Bridge, enforcing the public right of passage
and replacing existing ‘pedestrian only’ signage to reflect
multi-use (excluding motorised vehicles).

Bannons
Bridge
Access

4-5

Forestry Tasmania discuss with the landowner the option
of either changing the existing title, and/or fencing the
property to keep in cattle.

French’s
Road 6-7

Signage be considered to reflect the landowners fire
concerns.
Requirement for “No Fires on Private Property” at 2
locations

Winduss
Road 8

Information stations to be provided at 4 major access
points identified plus Bannons Park if deemed suitable.

9

Improve Mt Montgomery parking or improve road access

 Signage at Ironcliffe Rd & Mt Montgomery car park
junctions to indicate Penguin/Cradle Trail

Mt Mgomery
Access

10

Signage to identify mountain bike track and urge caution

Moving of updated interpretation station at beginning of
Hales Road to car park.

Removal of existing barrier and new barrier placed at Mt
Gnomon carpark to discourage trailbikes, horses and
mountainbikes

Mt Gnomon
Access

11

Signage to indicate walking track to Mt Dial/Mt
Gnomon/Mt Montgomery

Signage to indicate commencement of Penguin/Cradle –
Leven River trail 200m further on from parking

Dial Rd./
KeddiesCk. 12

After consultation with Mountain bike and walking
groups, a shared track network in the Mount
Montgomery State Reserve be implemented.

36-
37
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The production of an updated, detailed map covering the
range. The map should be purpose designed for
recreational users, denoting all recommended walking,
cycling, trail riding and mountain biking tracks along
with management and interpretation information. The
map should be consistent with signage and information
stations.

Updated Map
of Dial
Range

38

Dial Range Steering Committee identify agency(s) to
assist with the formation of a Dial Range support group..

Dial Range
Community

Group
40

PENGUIN CRADLE TRAIL

• Myrtle Creek side of track needs significant shoring
• Steps required to negotiate rock slabs at one location
• Deterrence barrier constructed at entrance of track

Ref.1
Myrtle Creek

track
18

• Clearance of ferns and fallen logs on the track
• Stabilise 2 creek crossings, floodwater management
• Signage needed at Keddies Creek to indicate track
• Signage  at Mt. Dial end of track indicating

Penguin/Cradle Trail needs repairing (One plank
removed, still on-site)

• Re-route Top section of track, using switchbacks

Ref.2
Mt Dial –
Keddies
Creek

19

• Mountain bike riders given access to Leven section of
Penguin/Cradle

• Sign required at Dial Road track junction indicating
Penguin/Cradle trail with signage reflecting approved
use by walkers and Mountain bikes and for caution to
be exercised

• Clearance of debris and logs
• Barrier at beginning of track to deter trail bikes
• A need to stabilise tracks near Dial Creek Crossing
• A bridge needed over Dial Creek
• A ‘Slow down – Walkers Ahead’ or similar  sign

erected for mountain bikes returning to Dial Road
from the Leven River for flat section leading onto
Dial Road

Ref.3
Mt Dial Rd.
to Leven R

20

• Mountainbike riders given access to Leven section of
Penguin/Cradle

• Widening of track to meet Tasmanian Walking Track
Strategy criteria

• Potential to promote the Leven Section
• Barrier to prevent trailbike access at both ends
• Clearance of track a high priority

Ref.4
Leven River
to Purton’s

Flats

21
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• Need to construct bridges over 4 creek crossings
• Protection of old tramway / Interpretive station

Leven River
to Purton’s

Flats
21

• Directional signage for Penguin/Cradle trail needed
at two junctions at Purtons Flats

• Blocking access by trail bikes at all track entrances
• Clearance of growth and obstacles
• Widening of Track
• 2 small creeks need stabilised crossings.

Ref.5
Hardstaff

Creek to Mt.
Lorymer
Lookout

22-
23

• Directional signage needed at junction of
Penguin/Cradle track and horse riding/mountain bike
trail

• Blocking access by trailbikes at all track entrances
• Clearance of growth and obstacles
• Consider re-routing track to contour around slopes

north of Adit creek
• Warning signs to indicate steep sections into/out of

Walloa creek
• Directional signage needed at 2 junctions south of

Walloa creek
• Bridge crossing at Walloa creek

Ref. 6
Mt Lorymer
Lookout –
Winduss

Road

24

OTHER PRIORITY RECOMMENDATIONS

• Maintenance and minor works required
• Elevation of  horizontal plane on second bridge
• Historical/Heritage interpretation at Thorsby’s

Tunnel or car park

Ref.7
Ferndene –
Mount Dial

25

• Clearance of track required. Bracken and overhang
at head height.

• Signage needed to indicate Mt Dial Summit to both
north/south walkers

• Warning sign and protective fencing needed at Mt
Gnomon lookout

• Signage on track to cater for north/south, south/north
walkers at junction with Ferndene track.

• Signage on the track at Mt Dial/Gnomon –
Penguin/Cradle junction

Ref.8
Mt Gnomon
Carpark –

Mt. Mgomery
26

• Replacement of ‘Horses/Walkers only’ signage at
Dial Road end of track

• Awareness signage needed, alerting of horses and
walkers on the track

Ref.9
Mt Gnomon
car park –
Dial Road

27
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• Large fallen logs to be cleared
• General clearance of ferns, overgrowth
• Track indistinct - Increase ribbon marking of track

from Dial Creek – Mt Duncan
Ref.10

Tall Trees 28

• Signage required for Tall Trees track and Hales Spur
track junction.

• Clearance of some track sections  required.
Ref.11

Mt. Duncan
via link

29

• Needs more track markers to clarify route.
• Clearance of track required

Ref.12 Mt.
Duncan via
Hales Spur

Duncan

30

• Closure of track
Ref.13

Hales Spur to
Hardstaff

Creek
31

• Access Issue to be resolved with property owner
before signage implemented.

• Signage needed at French’s Road property gate to
indicate existence of track and preclude vehicles

• Signage change required to include mountain bikes
at beginning of forestry land

• Signage at Mt Lorymer Junction to indicate Mt
Lorymer lookout and Bannons Bridge

• Re-filling of collapsed track section
• Replacing signage at track junction descent into

Bannons Bridge

Ref.14
French’s
Road to
Bannons
Bridge

32

• Close and block  top section of trail to summit and
rehabilitate

Ref.15
Carpark to

Mt Mgomery
Summit

33

• Close track to walkers
Ref.16

Mt. Mgomery
Link Track

34

• Signage at junctions required
• Minor track clearance

Ref.17
Mt. Mgomery

Walking
Track

35
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Second Tier Priority

• Improvement/grading of Hales’ Road 11
• A small bridge to allow bike and pedestrian access

over Keddies Creek
      ( No tangible benefits seen for replacing larger bridge)

12

• Upgrade carpark – Thorsby’s tunnel track section to
T1 standard

• Stepping constructed for short walk to Thorsby’s
Tunnel

• Re-routing of ascent to Mt Dial Track using
switchbacks

Ref.7
Ferndene –
Mount Dial

25

• Re-establish benching around Mt.Gnomon
• Waterbars required on 4WD tracks to halt erosion
• Barrier placed at northern end of track

Ref.8
Mt Gnomon
Carpark –

Mt. Mgomery
26

• Stepping required into Dial Creek
• Stabilisation of Dial Creek Crossing
• Interpretive information on track

Ref.10
Tall Trees

28

• Benching and steps need stabilising in places, in
particular rocks need re-bedding.

• Close off short side tracks towards the top.

Ref.11
Mt. Duncan

via link
29

• Warning at Mt Lorymer junction advising of deeply
eroded track ahead.

• Waterbars and gravel fill on steep eroded sections

Ref.14
French’s
Road to
Bannons
Bridge

32

• Block track at Mt Montgomery carpark discouraging
trail bikes and allowing mountain bike access

Ref.15
Carpark to

Mt Mgomery
Summit

33

• Signage at junction to notify closure of Northern Fire
trail

• Clearing of track to accommodate mountain bikes

Ref.16
Mt. Mgomery
Link Track 34

• Waterbars required on lower sections of 4wd track
Ref.17

Mt. Mgomery
Walking
Track

35

• Waterbars along length of track Ref.18
Mt Mgomery

Firetrail
35

END
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